Research with adults in laboratory settings has shown that distributed rereading is a beneficial learning strategy but its effects depend on time of test. When learning outcomes are measured immediately after rereading, distributed rereading yields no benefits or even detrimental effects on learning, but the beneficial effects emerge two days later. In a preregistered experiment, the effects of distributed rereading were investigated in a classroom setting with school students. Seventh-graders (N = 191) reread a text either immediately or after 1 week. Learning outcomes were measured after 4 min or 1 week. Participants in the distributed rereading condition reread the text more slowly, predicted their learning success to be lower, and reported a lower ontask focus. At the shorter retention interval, massed rereading outperformed distributed rereading in terms of learning outcomes. Contrary to students in the massed condition, students in the distributed condition showed no forgetting from the short to the long retention interval. As a result, they performed equally well as the students in the massed condition at the longer retention interval. Our results indicate that distributed rereading makes learning more demanding and difficult and leads to higher effort during rereading. Its effects on learning depend on time of test, but no beneficial effects were found, not even at the delayed test.
INTRODUCTION
Learning from text is essential for learning in school and academic settings. But how should we read to foster long-term learning? Distributing learning episodes of study material over a longer time instead of cramming in one session has shown to be a beneficial learning strategy, especially for longer retention intervals (spacing effect; Cepeda et al., 2006) . Given that distributed learning is usually perceived as more difficult by the learners than massed learning, distributed learning may be regarded as a desirable learning difficulty (Bjork and Bjork, 2011) . The assumption that distributed learning benefits long-term learning seems to hold also for learning with texts. Research with adults in laboratory settings has repeatedly shown that distributed rereading of a text is more effective for long-term retention than massed rereading (Glover and Corkill, 1987; Krug et al., 1990; Rawson and Kintsch, 2005; Verkoeijen et al., 2008; Rawson, 2012) . However, the effect of distributed vs. massed rereading has not yet been investigated with younger learners in real-world educational settings. In a preregistered experiment (Greving and Richter, 2017) , we investigated distributed rereading in a school environment with seventh-graders. In this article, we first discuss desirable difficulties and distributed learning in general. We also provide an overview of empirical findings on the effects of distributed rereading and then introduce the current experiment.
Distributed Learning and Desirable Difficulties
Distributed learning is one of several learning strategies labeled as desirable difficulties (Bjork, 1994; Bjork and Bjork, 2011; Lipowsky et al., 2015) . These learning strategies share two key features. They seem to make learning more difficult during learning, but they enhance learning outcomes in the long term. One factor assumed to make learning more difficult but foster long-term retention is the time between repetitions of learning material.
Distributed learning refers to learning schedules in which repetitions of the information to be learned (e.g., a new word in a foreign language) is distributed over several (at least two) learning sessions instead of learning in only one session. For example, when using flashcards to learn vocabulary of a new language, the inter-study interval should be increased between the repetitions of the same flashcard. The term distributed learning encompasses the spacing and the lag effect. The spacing effect refers to the finding that any inter-study interval leads to better learning than massed learning (i.e., learning with an inter-study interval of zero). However, in studies investigating the lag effect, learning outcomes are compared between learning schedules with different inter-study intervals.
The spacing effect, as defined by Cepeda et al. (2006) , is a robust effect that is not moderated by the retention interval. That is, distributed learning is usually better than massed learning. In contrast, the lag effect designates a non-monotonic effect of the inter-study interval. Learning performance increases with longer inter-study intervals until the effect reaches a peak, after which the performance decreases with even longer inter-study intervals. Moreover, the lag effect depends on the retention interval. Learning over longer retention intervals seems to benefit from longer inter-study intervals (Glenberg, 1976; Cepeda et al., 2006 Cepeda et al., , 2008 . Different processes might account for the spacing and the lag effect (Cepeda et al., 2006; Küpper-Tetzel and Erdfelder, 2012) . Retrieval processes during retention tests have been discussed as explanations for the spacing effect, whereas the lag effect may be explained by different encoding strategies (e.g., retrieval of the first encoding of an item) during learning or maintenance after learning. One key mechanism might be the retrieval of stored information from the first learning occasion during the second learning occasion. Studyphase retrieval theories suggest that successful retrieval of the first learning occasion is needed to strengthen the memory trace and thus prevent forgetting (Thios and D'Agostino, 1976; Cepeda et al., 2008; Delaney et al., 2010) .
Distributed Rereading as Desirable Difficulty in Learning
The long-term benefits of distributed learning have been shown for a wide range of materials, from simple motoric tasks (e.g., Baddeley and Longman, 1978) and simple materials such as vocabulary (e.g., Kornell, 2009 ) to complex learning materials such as texts (Rawson and Kintsch, 2005) . Rereading texts clearly seems to be a common learning strategy widely used by students (e.g., Karpicke et al., 2009; Gagnon and Cormier, 2018) . Contrary to common sense, rereading a text immediately after the first reading often provides at best marginal gains in the learning outcome compared to reading the text only once (Callender and McDaniel, 2009 ). However, rereading the text in a distributed fashion might be a better strategy (Glover and Corkill, 1987; Krug et al., 1990; Verkoeijen et al., 2008) , but its effectiveness seems to depend on the retention interval (Gordon, 1925; Rawson and Kintsch, 2005; Rawson, 2012) . Rawson and Kintsch (2005, Experiment 1) investigated the rereading and retention interval effects by comparing recall and text comprehension performance of undergraduates who read an expository text about carbon sequestration (1730 words) once or twice either immediately after the first reading or 1 week later. Recall and text comprehension performance were measured either immediately after reading or after a delay of 2 days. When learning outcomes were assessed immediately after reading, students who had read the text twice in the massed condition outperformed students in the single reading condition in recall and text comprehension performance, whereas no differences were found between the distributed reading and single reading conditions. Thus, at the short retention interval, no benefit of distributed rereading was found. In the recall performance, students in the massed condition even outperformed students in the distributed condition. But when learning outcomes were measured 2 days later, a different pattern emerged. Students in the distributed condition outperformed those in the massed and single reading condition in recall and comprehension performance. Thus, the benefits of distributed rereading depended on time of test.
Rawson (2012; also see Rawson and Kintsch, 2005 , Experiment 2) replicated the interaction between the rereading and retention intervals in three experiments with undergraduates and a text about the portrayal of historical events in Hollywood films (1541 words in length). In all experiments, they found no difference between the rereading conditions at the short retention interval, whereas students in the distributed condition outperformed students in the condition with immediate rereading at the long retention interval. In addition, Rawson and Kintsch (2005) as well as Rawson (2012) measured the reading times and found a decrease in reading time between the first reading and the rereading. The decrease was greater for the group with immediate rereading. Thus, participants in the distributed condition spent more time reading the second text than participants in the massed condition.
In sum, the interaction between rereading schedules and retention intervals on testing performance seems to be robust in college students in laboratory settings. The differences in reading times suggest that readers spend greater cognitive effort in distributed vs. massed rereading.
Meta-Cognitive Judgments of the Learning Process and Distributed Learning
Although distributed learning is an effective learning strategy, students seem to underrate the effectiveness of distributing their learning time in their metacognitive judgments of the learning process (for a review see Son and Simon, 2012) . One core type of meta-cognitive judgments of the learning process, which is often assessed immediately after learning, is the estimated proportion of correctly recalled items. These judgments are influenced by many cues, as for example the perceived difficulty of a to-be-learned item (Koriat, 1997 ; see also Vössing et al., 2017 , for the influence of difficulty on the accuracy of those judgments). For example, Kornell (2009) investigated distributed vs. massed learning of vocabulary with flashcards. Despite the objective advantage of a distributed learning strategy, participants estimated a higher percentage of correct recalled items of the massed learned items than of the distributed learned items. A possible explanation for this pattern is the lower experienced fluency during distributed learning (Alter and Oppenheimer, 2009; Bjork et al., 2013) . As distributed learning should induce a (desirable) difficulty, learners might also perceive learning as more difficult when the materials are presented in a distributed instead of a massed fashion. Thus, distributed rereading might not only affect the learning outcome and the reading time, it might also alter the meta-cognitive judgments of the learning process. However, to our knowledge, the effects of distributed rereading on the meta-cognitive judgments of the learning process have not yet been investigated. As texts are more complex learning materials than single words, the question arises whether distributed rereading also induces a perceivable difficulty and if so, whether meta-cognitive judgments of learning are affected by the difficulty induced by distributed rereading.
Distributed Learning in Real-World Educational Settings
The effects of distributed learning are well investigated in laboratory settings but only few studies have been conducted that examine distributed learning in real-world educational settings (Küpper-Tetzel, 2014) . However, to give recommendations to teachers to apply distributed learning, studies are needed to investigate whether this teaching strategy is indeed beneficial in real-world educational settings. Such settings differ in a number of respects from laboratory settings. For example, distributed learning occurs embedded in other instructional activities, learning usually is usually more self-regulated and is based on more complex materials.
Furthermore, the studies introduced above have been conducted with adult learners, especially with undergraduates. Experimental settings in school and with younger learners might confront researchers with more heterogeneous samples. Whereas undergraduate university students often represent a highly selected group of learners on a relatively high level of ability, in a secondary school setting, high-capacity students often visit the same class as low-capacity learners. Interestingly, advantages of distributed learning were shown for vocabulary learning with school students in classroom settings (Bloom and Shuell, 1981; Sobel et al., 2011; Küpper-Tetzel et al., 2014) , and distributed learning of scientific concepts and laws seems to foster long-term learning (Grote, 1995; Vlach and Sandhofer, 2012; Gluckman et al., 2014; Vlach, 2014; Kapler et al., 2015) . However, in an experiment conducted by Goossens et al. (2016) , a longer lag failed to facilitate primary school vocabulary learning in a classroom learning scenario compared to a shorter lag condition.
Additionally, learning abilities (for example skill learning, Schiff and Vakil, 2015) , general cognitive prerequisites for learning such as working memory capacity (Gathercole et al., 2004) and reading comprehension skills (Perfetti et al., 2005) that are especially important for learning from text underlie huge developmental changes. Thus, as matter of principle, a learning method that has been shown to be beneficial for adult learners is not guaranteed to work for younger learners. However, some studies suggest that distributed learning seems to be as beneficial for young children as for young adults (Toppino et al., 1991; Seabrook et al., 2005) .
To summarize, despite the contrary findings regarding the lag effect of Goossens et al. (2016) , distributed learning promises to be a beneficial learning strategy even for school-aged learners and in real-world educational settings. However, distributed rereading of expository texts has not yet been investigated with younger learners and it is unclear whether the findings for adult learners generalize to this population.
The Role of Prior Knowledge in Distributed Rereading
Prior knowledge is arguably the most important learner characteristic for learning from text (e.g., Kintsch, 1998) , even more important than verbal abilities (Schneider et al., 1989) . Moreover, prior knowledge has been shown to moderate the effects of text difficulty on learning from texts. demonstrated that the comprehension of junior high school students with low prior knowledge benefited from more coherent and thus easier texts, whereas the comprehension of students with higher prior knowledge benefit from less coherent and thus more difficult texts. As distributed rereading should also lead to higher difficulty in rereading, the question arises whether distributed rereading is also only beneficial for students with high(er) prior knowledge. In their experiment with university students, Rawson and Kintsch (2005) measured prior knowledge but did not find an interaction with the rereading schedule. Still, prior knowledge might play a role for distributed rereading in a school context, where the distribution of prior knowledge is likely to differ from the distribution typically found at universities.
The Current Experiment
In this preregistered experiment (Greving and Richter, 2017) , we investigated the effects of massed and distributed rereading on short-and long-term retention with seventh-graders in the classroom. In addition to reading times, metacognitive judgments were obtained to gain insights into the learning process.
Based on the experimental design of Rawson and Kintsch (2005) , participants twice read curriculum-orientated texts about the bacterial cell. The rereading occurred either immediately after the first reading or 1 week later. Recall and text comprehension performance were measured 5 min after rereading (short retention interval) or 1 week later (long retention interval). Thus, the present experiment is the first to investigate the effects of distributed rereading on the learning outcomes of school students but to also concurrently expand the research on the effects on metacognitive processes.
Following the findings of Rawson and Kintsch (2005) , we expected that distributed rereading would have beneficial effects on learning in recall and text comprehension performance. However, the expected beneficial effect of distributed rereading was expected to depend on time of test. No differences were expected at the short retention interval, whereas the benefits of distributed rereading was expected to be significant at the longer retention interval (Hypothesis 1). In addition, we expected that because of forgetting, the learning outcome should decrease between the retention intervals (Hypothesis 2). Considering the significant influence of prior knowledge on learning with texts, we also estimated the effects of domainspecific prior knowledge. We first assumed that students would learn more from the texts the higher their prior knowledge (Hypothesis 3). This hypothesis is backed up by a large body of research demonstrating the importance of prior knowledge in learning from text (e.g., Schneider et al., 1989) . Although the hypothesis is not novel, testing it in the present experiment is important to ensure that students indeed used their prior knowledge to understand and learn from the text. Furthermore, we addressed the exploratory research question whether the effects of distributed rereading would depend on prior knowledge (similar to other measures that make text comprehension more difficult, such as low-coherence texts, .
We also hypothesized that distributed rereading would lead to greater cognitive effort and hence longer reading times in the second text presentation (Hypothesis 4). Regarding metacognitive judgments of learning, we expected that students would perceive distributed rereading as more difficult (Hypothesis 5) and rate the learning process as less successful (Hypothesis 6). Despite the perceived disadvantage, we expected that students would be more focused on the task (Hypothesis 7) during distributed rereading.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
The sample included 191 (53% female) seventh-grade students from eight classes and three different schools (German Gymnasium and comprehensive schools). The average age of participating students was 12.94 years (SD = 0.39). Students participated only if their parents had given their permission (97% permission; students without permission took quizzes during sessions). Students were randomly assigned to the four experimental learning conditions: massed learning condition with delayed measurement (n = 49), massed learning with immediate measurement (n = 47), distributed learning with delayed measurement (n = 48), and distributed learning with immediate measurement (n = 47). As a reward, the students received sweets after each session and a magic cube puzzle after the last session.
Twenty students missed at least one of the learning sessions, thus did not read the texts twice. Therefore, their data were excluded from all analyses. This participant loss resulted in the following group sizes: massed/delayed (n = 47), massed/immediate (n = 47), distributed/delayed (n = 37), and distributed/immediate (n = 40). Additionally, 26 students missed the test or the assessment of prior knowledge, resulting in the following group sizes in the analysis of free recall and text comprehension performance: massed/delayed (n = 36), massed/immediate (n = 45), distributed/delayed (n = 26), and distributed/immediate (n = 38).
Text Materials
The experimental text was an expository text about the bacterial cell (length 74 sentences, 977 words). The bacterial cell structure is part of the extended curriculum of biology science classes in the State of Hessen (Germany) where the study was conducted. However, the bacterial cell structure is usually not covered in class because it is too small to be microscopable in school contexts. Thus, it was unlikely that the students had prior knowledge about the bacterial cell itself, but they might have had prior knowledge about cells in general. A complementary image illustrating the structure of the cell that was also explained in the text was presented adjacent to the text. The image was presented stable, thus the reader could always integrate text and image. This is comparable to the typical layout of text books of biology, in which the information about the respective cell is mostly accompanied by illustrations of its structures. The text had a Flesh reading ease score of 54 (German formula, Amstad, 1978) .
Assessment of Learner Characteristics
Participants' first language and diagnosed reading and writing disability were reported by their teachers in a teacher questionnaire. Moreover, further learner characteristics were assessed via standardized tests. Besides the domain-specific prior knowledge, we assessed reading ability, working memory capacity, and knowledge about reading strategies as further abilities which are associated with reading and learning skills and thus can be seen as prerequisites for learning (see "Distributed Learning in Real-World Educational Settings"). A randomized block design was used to ensure that the experimental groups are matched with respect to these abilities.
Domain-Specific Prior Knowledge
Participants were asked to answer five open-ended questions and to label the components of the plant cell and the bacterial cell in a schematic image. The questions covered knowledge related to the bacterial cell (e.g., function of cells, knowledge about genetic information), but were asked in a way to promote the students to write up any prior knowledge. For example, one question was "What is a plant or animal cell? Please write down everything you know about those cells." The questions have been used in two other studies as well (two experimental and one pilot study). In these studies, the scores were highly correlated with the recall performance after reading a preliminary version of the text used in this experiment (pilot study: r = 0.72, 95% CI [0.51, 0.84]).The questions were presented in randomized order. Additional to the knowledge questions, we also asked the participants to indicate whether they had encountered the topic before in class or at home. The protocols were scored by two independent raters following a coding scheme. Any answer which was correct even at low level, as for example "something inside an animal, " was given a point, with more points given for more elaborated answers as "An animal or plant cell is a tiny unit of a plant or an animal, " ICC (2,1) = 0.93, 95% CI [0.923, 0.932] (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) .
Knowledge About Reading Strategies
Participants completed the Würzburger LesestrategieWissenstest für die Klassen 7-12 (WLST 7-12; Würzburg Reading Strategy Knowledge Test, Schlagmüller and Schneider, 2007 ; split-half reliability, r = 0.90, estimated in a sample of 4490 students in Grades 7-11). The WLST includes six items that require participants to grade the utility of different reading strategies in a given learning situation (on a scale from 1 to 6, corresponding to the German grading system, where 1 is the highest achievement and 6 the lowest).
Reading Ability
Participants completed the subtest sentence verification of ELVES, a German-speaking test that assesses the efficiency of basic reading processes at the word and sentence level (Richter and van Holt, 2005) . In this task, 16 statements are judged as true or false (verification task). The test score combines reading speed and verification accuracy into an integrated score (Cronbach's α = 0.58, estimated in the current sample). The reliability of this measure was lower than in previous studies (e.g., Richter and van Holt, 2005 report a Cronbach's α of 0.87), indicating a relatively high amount of measurement error. However, given that the purpose of the reading ability measure was to match the experimental groups according to this criterion, the reliability of the measure may still be sufficient.
Working Memory Capacity
Working memory capacity for text was assessed with a computerized version of the Reading Span Task (RSPAN; Oberauer et al., 2000) . The task involves verification judgments for sequentially presented sentences that increase in number throughout the test and the memorization of the final word of each sentence. The test score is the average proportion of correctly recalled words (Cronbach's α = 0.89, estimated in the current sample).
Assessment of Learning Outcomes
Recall Performance
Recall performance was assessed with a free recall task. Participants were asked to write down as much information that could be recalled from the first part of the text. The participants were given a time limit of 2 min. The free recall protocols were scored by two independent raters, ICC (2,1) = 0.92, 95% CI [0.866, 0.948] (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) .
Text Comprehension Performance
Text comprehension performance was assessed with eight shortanswer and six single-choice questions (one correct response option and three distractors). For example, one short-answer question was, "A bacteria cell does not have a cell nucleus. But where can you find the genome of the bacteria cell?, " and one single-choice questions was, "To which kind does the bacteria cell belong?, " with the response options (a) Prokaryots, (b) Eukaryots, (c) Plasmid, and (d) Organelle. The additional single-choice questions (compared to Rawson and Kintsch, 2005) were chosen because younger learners in previous (yet unpublished) experiments tended to forego answering the openended questions. All questions were literal questions asking for information explicitly stated in the text. The questions had originally been developed for these previous experiments and were optimized for the present experiments regarding item difficulties. The item difficulty (calculated averaged about all learning and retrieval conditions) ranged between 0.01 and 0.72, with a mean difficulty of 0.30 (SD = 0.19) in the short-answer questions as well in the single-choice questions (SD = 0.10) (corrected for chance success). Answers to the short-answer questions were scored as either incorrect (0) or correct (1) by two independent raters who were blind to the experimental conditions (Cohen's κ = 0.87).
Assessment of Learning Processes
Reading Time
The students read the text in a self-paced fashion with the moving-window method. The text was presented on screen with all sentences blurred except the one the student was currently reading. The students could return to previously read sentences to reread them. Reading times per sentence were assessed and divided by the number of letters in the sentence to account for different sentence lengths.
Metacognitive Judgments of the Learning Process
After reading the text for the second time, participants judged the following aspects of the learning/reading process on 5-point Likert scales. They predicted their learning success and rated the perceived reading difficulty. In addition, the perceived on-task focus (three items, one reversed, Cronbach's α = 0.64, estimated in the current sample) was assessed. Furthermore, they rated the perceived similarity of the two (identical) texts for exploratory purposes. The results for this measure are not reported as they do not contribute to answering the research questions.
Procedure
All materials were presented on notebook computers with 15.6 screens. The experiment was created and presented with the software Inquisit (Inquisit 3, 2011) .
The experiment consisted of four sessions (Figure 1) . The pretest took place at the first session, in which the experimental parts were administered collectively in the classroom, supported by instructions on screen. The students completed the prior knowledge test, the WLST, the ELVES, and the RSPAN tests, in this order.
In the further sessions, instructions were given on screen after a short instruction delivered by the experimenter to the whole group.
In the second session, the students either read the experimental text once (distributed) or twice (massed). In the distributed condition, the students received filler tasks after reading. All filler tasks consisted of questions about social media usage and were not analyzed. In the massed condition, the students completed the metacognitive judgments of the learning process. Afterwards, they either were tested (short retention interval) or received a filler task (long retention interval).
In the third session, students read the second text (distributed condition) or received a filler task (massed condition, short retention interval), or the recall test (massed condition, long retention interval). Afterwards, students in the massed condition received a filler task. In the distributed condition, the students completed the metacognitive judgments of the learning process and were then either tested (short retention interval) or received a filler task (long retention interval).
In the fourth session, students were tested (distributed condition, long retention interval) or received a filler task (all other experimental groups).
Design
We employed a 2 × 2 between-subjects design with matched (parallel) groups and the independent variables learning condition (massed vs. distributed by 1 week) and retention interval (immediate vs. 1 week delayed). To ensure similar capabilities in all learning conditions, we first formed homogeneous blocks of students matched according to first language, reading and writing disabilities, prior knowledge, and reading ability. The students from these groups were then randomly assigned to the experimental conditions. No differences were found between the two learning conditions in working memory capacity, F(1,155) = 0.26, p = 0.611, and reading ability, F(1,155) = 0.41, p = 0.521, and between the two groups tested at different retention intervals in working memory, F(1,155) = 1.42, p = 0.236, and reading ability, F(1,155) = 0.08, p = 0.777. Likewise, the interaction of the two independent variables was not significant for working memory, F(1,155) = 0.01, p = 0.940, or reading ability, F(1,155) = 0.36, p = 0.548. Finally, we found no differences between learning conditions in prior knowledge, F(1,155) = 1.69, p = 0.195, and reading strategy knowledge, F(1,155) = 0.33, p = 0.565, or between the two groups tested at different retention intervals in prior knowledge, F(1,155) = 0.01, p = 0.942, and reading strategy knowledge, F(1,155) = 0.01, p = 0.930. The interaction was also not significant for prior knowledge, F(1,155) = 0.54, p = 0.464, or reading strategy knowledge, F(1,155) = 2.28, p = 0.133.
RESULTS
We used linear models (recall performance and judgments of learning), linear mixed-effect models (LMM, reading time) and generalized linear mixed-effect models (GLMM, text comprehension performance) with the R packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) , lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) and lsmeans (Lenth, 2016) in the R environment in version 3.4.4 (R Developmental Core Team, 2018). Mixed effect models are the method of choice for analyzing data in educational contexts, which are often characterized by a hierarchical multilevel structure (students nested in classes nested in schools). Moreover, these models are advantageous in experimental contexts when participants and experimental items form a crossed (imperfect) hierarchy (Baayen et al., 2008) . We included school, class, student, or item as random effect (random intercept) if the intra-class correlation of the dependent variable exceeded 0.05. Unstandardized regression weights are reported. For interpreting the GLMM results, predicted probabilities (back-transformed from the log odds) for experimental conditions are reported. For all models, the distribution of residuals was inspected visually for normality. All available data points were analyzed; no outliers were excluded. Type 1 error probability was set at 0.05. Directed hypotheses were tested with one-tailed tests.
Recall Performance
We estimated a linear model with learning condition (contrast coded: massed = −1, distributed = 1), retention interval (contrast coded: short = −1, long = 1), prior knowledge (z-standardized), and the two-and three-way interactions of these variables as predictors and recall performance as dependent variable. A main effect of retention interval emerged, β = 0.57, SE = 0.17, t(137) = 3.34, p < 0.001, one-tailed, R 2 = 0.08. As expected, recall performance was better at the short interval (M = 3.21, SE = 0.22) than at the long retention interval (M = 2.06, SE = 0.26). Additionally, students' recall performance was positively related to their prior knowledge, β = 0.55, SE = 0.19, t(137) = 2.86, p = 0.002, one-tailed, R 2 = 0.05. Thus, a difference of one standard deviation in prior knowledge corresponded to a 0.55 difference in the free recall task. No main effect of learning condition was found on recall performance, β = −0.19, SE = 0.17, t(137) = −1.09, p = 0.140, one-tailed, R 2 = 0.03, performance in the massed condition (M = 2.82, SE = 0.22) did not differ from that in the distributed condition (M = 2.45, SE = 0.26). However, a significant interaction between learning condition and retention interval emerged, β = −0.46, SE = 0.17, t(137) = −2.687, p = 0.004, one-tailed, R 2 = 0.04 (Figure 2A) . In the massed condition, recall performance decreased from the short (M = 3.86, SE = 0.30) to the long retention interval (M = 1.79, SE = 0.34), t(137) = −4.60, p < 0.001. In contrast, no difference was found between the short interval (M = 2.56, SE = 0.33) and long retention interval (M = 2.34, SE = 0.40) in the distributed condition, t(137) = −0.43, p = 0.666. Conversely, at the shorter retention interval, students in the massed condition outperformed students in the distributed condition, t(137) = −2.93, p = 0.004. At the longer retention interval, a slight and non-significant difference was found in the opposite direction between the massed (M = 1.79, SE = 0.34) and distributed condition (M = 2.34, SE = 0.40), t(137) = 1.05, p = 0.297.
These results showed that the predicted differential effects of massed vs. distributed learning at the short and long retention intervals were only partially supported. When students reread the text in a distributed fashion, no decrease in recall performance occurred from the short to the long retention interval. Nevertheless, the benefit of distributed rereading at the longer retention interval predicted in Hypothesis 1 did not occur.
Comprehension Performance
We estimated a generalized mixed model with students and items as random effects (random intercepts) and learning condition (contrast coded: massed = −1, distributed = 1), FIGURE 2 | Estimated recall and text comprehension performance in the two learning conditions (massed vs. distributed) at the short and long retention interval; (A) mean number of recalled ideas in the free recall task, (B) back-transformed probability of a correct answer in the text comprehension test. Error bars represent standard errors. retention interval (contrast coded: short = −1, long = 1), prior knowledge (z-standardized), and item type (contrast coded: CR = 1, MC = −1) and their interactions as predictors with fixed effects and comprehension performance as dependent variable (Table 1) . Similar to the model for recall performance, retention interval (β = 0.30, SE = 0.10, z = 3.10, p < 0.001, one-tailed) and prior knowledge (β = 0.48, SE = 0.11, z = 4.31, p < 0.001) exerted main effects on comprehension performance. Participants performed better at the short retention interval (probability = 0.41, SE = 0.07) than at the long retention interval (probability = 0.28, SE = 0.07). A difference of one standard deviation in prior knowledge corresponded to a 11% difference in the probability to provide a correct response. The main effect of learning condition was not significant, β = −0.08, SE = 0.10, z = −0.84, p = 0.201, one-tailed. Performance in the massed condition (probability = 0.37, SE = 0.07) did not differ from performance in the distributed condition (probability = 0.33, SE = 0.08). However, the model revealed a significant interaction between learning condition and retention interval, β = −0.19, SE = 0.10, z = −1.95, p = 0.026, one-tailed ( Figure 2B) . Consistent with the findings from the recall performance analysis, students in the massed condition showed a decrease in the text comprehension performance from the short (probability = 0.47, SE = 0.08) to the long retention interval (probability = 0.26, SE = 0.07), z = −3.97, p < 0.001. In contrast, no significant decrease in text comprehension performance was found in the distributed condition from the short (probability = 0.35, SE = 0.08) to the long retention interval (probability = 0.30, SE = 0.08), z = −0.81, p = 0.420. At the short retention interval, the difference between massed and distributed condition was statistically significant, z = −2.16, p = 0.031, whereas the difference at the long retention interval was not significant, z = 0.75, p = 0.455.
Additionally, we found a significant three-way interaction between learning condition, prior knowledge, and item type, β = 0.15, SE = 0.06, z = 2.59, p = 0.010. The performance of students in the distributed condition was more strongly associated with prior knowledge than in the massed condition, but only with short-answer questions (Figure 3) . To further interpret the interaction, we estimated and tested the effect of learning condition on the performance with short-answer questions for students with low prior knowledge (1 SD below the sample mean) and for students with high prior knowledge (1 SD above the sample mean; see Aiken and West, 1991 , for a discussion on post hoc probing of continuous moderators). The analyses revealed that students with low prior knowledge showed lower comprehension performance in the distributed condition (probability = 0.10, SE = 0.03) than in the massed condition (probability = 0.18, SE = 0.05), z = −2.10, p = 0.036, whereas for students with high prior knowledge, no such difference was found between massed (probability = 0.33, SE = 0.07) and distributed conditions (probability = 0.39, SE = 0.09), z = 0.88, p = 0.380. The pattern of results for this type of question suggests that only students with lower prior knowledge were impeded by distributed rereading.
Summarizing the results of recall and text comprehension performance, Hypothesis 1, which stated that distributed rereading would have beneficial effects on learning in longterm retention, was not supported. In both learning outcomes, we found the interaction between learning condition and retention interval predicted in Hypothesis 1, but contrary to our assumptions, we found no benefit of distributed rereading at the longer retention interval. We found the decrease in both learning outcomes predicted in Hypothesis 2 but only in the massed condition. As predicted in Hypothesis 3, participants with higher prior knowledge showed better recall and text comprehension performance. Finally, our exploratory findings showed that participants with low prior knowledge seemed to be impeded by distributed rereading, whereas participants with higher prior knowledge benefitted equally from both reading conditions.
Reading Behavior
Reading times (first pass reading) were analyzed in a linear mixed model with sentences and students as random effects (random intercepts) and the fixed effects of learning condition (contrast coded: massed = −1, distributed = 1) and text presentation (contrast coded: first presentation = 1, second presentation = −1) and their interactions. It should be noted that the intraclass correlation for students missed the criterion value of 0.05, but it was included as random effect to achieve normal distribution of residuals. This model revealed a significant main effect of learning condition, β = 9.72, SE = 1.53, t(169) = 6.34, p < 0.001, indicating slower reading times in the distributed condition (M = 70.07, SE = 6.78) than in the massed condition (M = 50.62, SE = 6.72), and a main effect of text, β = 20.36, SE = 0.65, t(25062.99) = 31.26, p < 0.001. The second text presentation was read faster than the first, in the massed condition, t(25062.99) = 33.63, p < 0.001, and in the distributed condition, t(25062.99) = 11.72, p < 0.001. However, this difference was larger in the massed Learning condition (contrast coded: distributed = 1, massed = −1). Retention interval (contrast coded: immediate = −1, delayed = 1). Item type (contrast coded: CR = 1, SC = −1). Prior Knowledge was included z-standardized. * p < 0.05, * * p < 0.01, and * * * p < 0.001 (one-tailed for directional hypotheses).
condition, as indicated by the significant interaction between learning condition and text presentation, β = −9.04, SE = 0.65, t(25062.99) = −13.88, p < 0.001 (Figure 4) . Follow-up tests revealed that the reading times in the first presentation did not differ between the massed condition (M = 80.02, SE = 6.77) and the distributed condition (M = 81.38, SE = 6.85), t(235.51) = 0.41, p = 0.682. In contrast, in the second presentation, participants in the distributed condition (M = 58.75, SE = 6.85) read the text more slowly than participants in the massed condition (M = 21.23, SE = 6.77), t(235.51) = 11.27, p < 0.001. In sum, the findings support Hypothesis 4 that distributed rereading would lead to longer reading times in the second text.
Judgments of the Learning Process
For the perceived reading difficulty, predicted learning success analyses and on-task focus, we estimated linear models with the respective item(s) as dependent variable and learning condition (contrast coded: massed = −1, distributed = 1) as predictor.
Perceived Reading Difficulty
The effect of learning condition on perceived reading difficulty was not significant ( Figure 5A) ; it failed to reach significance by a narrow margin, β = 0.11, SE = 0.07, t(169) = 1.65, p = 0.051, one-tailed, R 2 = 0.02. Despite a descriptive difference between students in the distributed condition (M = 2.38, SE = 0.10) and students in the massed condition (M = 2.15, SE = 0.09) in the predicted direction, Hypothesis 5 was not supported.
Predicted Learning Success
Learning condition exerted an effect on predicted learning success, β = −0.16, SE = 0.07, t(169) = −2.46, p = 0.008, onetailed, R 2 = 0.03. In line with Hypothesis 6, students in the distributed condition (M = 2.71, SE = 0.10) predicted lower learning success than students in the massed condition (M = 3.04, SE = 0.09) (Figure 5B ).
Perceived On-Task Focus
Learning condition also had an effect on the perceived on-task focus during learning, β = −0.13, SE = 0.05, t(511) = −2.70, p = 0.004, one-tailed, R 2 = 0.01, but in the opposite direction than predicted in Hypothesis 7. Students reported higher ontask focus when rereading in a massed fashion (M = 3.49, SE = 0.07) compared to a distributed fashion (M = 3.23, SE = 0.07) ( Figure 5C ).
DISCUSSION
In this experiment, we investigated the effects of massed vs. distributed rereading on learning outcomes (recall and text comprehension performance) at two retention intervals, immediately after reading the text and 1 week later. We found a benefit for massed rereading at the short retention interval. At the longer retention interval, we found no difference between the learning conditions because of the lower forgetting rate in the distributed condition. In fact, the learning outcomes decreased between the retention intervals only in the massed FIGURE 5 | Estimated means in the judgments of the learning process for the massed and distributed condition. Part (A) shows the perceived reading difficulty, (B) the resulting self-predicted success, and (C) the perceived on-task focus during reading.
condition, whereas students in the distributed condition showed no forgetting from the immediate to the delayed test of recall and comprehension performance. As a result, learning outcomes at the longer retention interval were on par for massed and distributed rereading but the distributed rereading condition did not show the expected advantage.
The main finding was that the effects of distributed rereading for secondary students depend on time of test, which parallels results found in earlier studies with college students. Distributed rereading seems to be detrimental when learning outcomes are assessed immediately, but it leads to a lower rate of forgetting that results in performance at least as good 1 week after learning. The difference in forgetting rates is in line with the previous studies by Rawson and Kintsch on distributed rereading (Rawson and Kintsch, 2005; Rawson, 2012) . For example, Rawson (2012) found a decline of 49% for the massed (short-lag) condition, but only a decline of 3% for the distributed condition. By comparison, we found a decline of 50% in the massed condition and only 10% in the distributed condition. The difference in the decline of the distributed conditions might be explained by the length of the retention interval. Rawson's (2012) delayed test was two days after learning, whereas the delayed test in the present study took place after 1 week.
The different patterns of learning outcomes at the two retention intervals raises the question of the underlying cognitive processes. Soderstrom and Bjork (2015) argue that shortterm retention, assessed during learning or immediately after learning, rests on retrieval strength, i.e., on the currently accessible memory representations, whereas long-term retention relies on storage strength, which depends on the degree of interconnectedness of the learned information with other representations in long-term memory. For the latter, an unlimited capacity and no decrease over time is assumed (Bjork and Bjork, 1992) . According to this approach, the goal of teaching and learning should be to increase storage strength and not retrieval strength. Importantly, a learning method which increases retrieval strength might even lead to lower increase in storage strength. To illustrate this assumption, Soderstrom and Bjork (2015) review several manipulations of learning situations which might have contrary effects on short-and long-term retention -and one of these might be distributed learning.
The pattern of effects for long-and short-term retention is also reminiscent of previous meta-analytic findings of the lag effect (Cepeda et al., 2006) . As described above, the spacing effect does not depend on the retention interval, whereas the lag effect does. Moreover, Cepeda et al. (2006) reported from their metaanalysis spacing effects even for short retention intervals, and they found no evidence for the so-called Peterson paradox in which massed repetition is beneficial at short retention intervals. However, the distinction between spacing and lag effects depends on the definition of massed repetitions. For example, in Donovan and Radosevich's (1999) definition, a massed repetition may be interrupted by items or time when necessary for the experimental design, whereas Cepeda et al. (2006) specified that massed learning means that the learning should not be interrupted at all. This evokes the question whether massed rereading is a massed repetition of learning materials as defined by Cepeda et al. (2006) .
Massed rereading means that a text is read (e.g., 977 words in the present experiment), and immediately following the last sentence, the reader starts again with the first sentence. Thus, the repetition of each sentence is distributed by several sentences before the reader encounters the same sentence in the second reading. Consequently, Rawson (2012) used the term short-lag rereading instead of massed rereading. Although we agree with Rawson (2012, p. 870 ) that the term "massed is somewhat of a misnomer" as it is applied to rereading, we are not certain whether the term should be changed. Naming this condition short-lag would imply that a shorter lag is possible, but it is not with text materials. Additionally, when learning from text, the comprehension of the coherent text is essential, which depends not only on the information given within one sentence but also on its relation to other sentences in the text. Thus, the text should be considered as the unit of learning, and rereading always includes the text as a whole. Hence, the difference between massed rereading and other massed repetitions (e.g., single words) is clearly due to the nature of the materials. Moreover, the massed conditions employed in numerous studies in educational contexts do not fit the definition according to Cepeda et al. (2006) (Fishman et al., 1968; Harzem et al., 1976; Bloom and Shuell, 1981; Grote, 1995; Kornell, 2009; Paik and Ritter, 2016) . In realworld learning settings, didactical strategies exclude pure massed repetitions, for example, when changing the repetition mode from reading to testing, as it was done in the study of Küpper-Tetzel et al. (2014) . All of this implies that the pure spacing effect as defined by Cepeda et al. (2006) does not occur outside the laboratory. The research on distributed learning in real-world educational settings seems to investigate the lag effect rather than the spacing effect and thus might lead to a differential pattern regarding the learning outcomes at different times of test.
Several theories (e.g., the one-shot account of spacing, Delaney et al., 2010) , use retrieval processes to explain the effects of distributed learning. This mechanism might be especially important for the explanation of the lag effect in which forgetting between the repetitions of learning materials is essential. Because of the inter-study interval, the last presentation of an item must be retrieved from memory, which is more difficult when the inter-study interval is longer. Furthermore, the more difficult the retrieval, the stronger the memory trace (Bjork, 1975) . Generalizing these ideas to rereading, the information acquired during the first reading of a text has to be retrieved from memory when rereading the text. In a massed presentation of the text, information acquired during the first reading is easily retrieved, whereas in distributed presentation, the retrieval is more difficult. This might result in a stronger memory trace, which is more resistant to forgetting compared to massed rereading. This interpretation is well in line with our finding that distributed rereading prevented forgetting.
Further research might additionally address the question whether the retrievability of information acquired during the first reading plays a crucial role in beneficial effects of distributed rereading and contrast its effect on short-and long-term retention.
Bearing the assumption in mind, that distributed rereading is more related to the lag effect than to the spacing effect, the proportion of the inter-study and retention intervals might appear to not have been well chosen in the present study. According to Cepeda et al. (2008) , the optimal inter-study interval for a 1-week retention interval would have been one or two days (20-40% of the retention interval), or the optimal retention interval for a 1-week inter-study interval would have been 18-35 days (note that these recommendations are based on experiments with simple verbal materials, not texts). In this experiment, we decided to use a retention interval which was as long as the inter-study interval. This was chosen for two different but related reasons. Most topics in school are taught on a weekly basis. Hence, testing the content of the previous lesson is often conducted 1 week later. For a more pragmatic reason, we also chose a schedule that fits well in the class learning schedule. Nevertheless, in further experiments, a longer retention interval and a better fit between retention interval and lag should be considered. Given the finding that distributed rereading changed forgetting from the short to the long retention interval, an effect of distributed rereading could emerge with a longer retention interval.
The findings from the prior knowledge analysis support the general assumption that students learn more from texts when their prior knowledge is already high (Schneider et al., 1989; Kintsch, 1998) . For text comprehension performance assessed with short-answer questions, we also found a hint that the effects of distributed rereading depend on prior knowledge. Students with higher prior knowledge benefitted equally from distributed and massed rereading, whereas students with lower prior knowledge were hindered by the difficulties of distributed rereading. This finding is consistent with the idea that the learning difficulty introduced by distributed reading cannot be overcome by learners if the prior knowledge is too low. However, this relationship was not found in the free recall task and for single-choice questions.
We also found longer reading times in the second text presentation in the distributed condition compared to the massed condition. This pattern is comparable with the findings of Rawson (2012) . In both experimental groups, the reading times during rereading were shorter than during the first reading. However, this decline was higher for the massed condition (74%) than for the distributed condition (24%) and both conditions declined to a greater extent compared to the rates reported by Rawson (2012) , who found a decline of 14% for the distributed condition and 22% for the massed (short-lag) condition. School-aged students (at least in the age group that we looked at) might be even more vulnerable for rereading effects, especially when rereading takes place immediately. From this perspective, the extent that seventh-graders in the massed condition engaged in meaningful processing of the text during rereading is questionable. Apparently, though, at least some of the students engaged in meaningful processing at least to some extent. Otherwise, the superior performance of students in the massed condition at the short retention interval compared to students in the distributed condition would be difficult to explain. Nevertheless, given the results regarding the reading times, distributing the time of rereading might be even more essential in younger learners than in adults to prevent superficial processing of the text.
Students' meta-cognitive judgments of the learning process might indicate that distributed rereading is perceived as more difficult than massed rereading. Consistent with our assumptions, students in the distributed condition predicted lower learning success. However, the descriptive difference between the conditions regarding the perceived difficulty showed a trend in the predicted direction but missed statistical significance. Furthermore, contrary to our initial assumption, students in the massed condition perceived higher on-task focus during reading. This is especially surprising considering the shorter rereading times in the massed condition. Maybe the longer session in the massed condition was perceived as more demanding and difficult, but the students confused this feeling with being ontask. Thus, distributed rereading might be perceived as more difficult, but this was not fully reflected by differences in the judgment of reading difficulty. Nevertheless, in sum, the results regarding the judgments of learning fit well with the assumption that distributed rereading is qualified as desirable difficulty.
Its informative results notwithstanding, this study suffers from certain limitations. As discussed above, maybe the biggest limitation (that is shared with other experiments on distributed rereading) is that we compared only two retention intervals and two learning intervals. Such a design provides only a snapshot of learning and may generate results that are not easy to interpret. In future research, it would be desirable to contrast several learning and retention intervals to get an insight into lageffects in distributed rereading. However, an experiment based on such a complex design would not be easy to implement in a school setting. Further limitations are associated with the greatest advantage of our study, its implementation in the classroom. Of course, the real-world educational setting may lead to compromises regarding the control of potential distractors and interruptions of the individual learning process, which might have added some noise to our results (although systematic confounds are unlikely given the rigorous experimental design). Last but not least, the participants in this experiment read just two texts. The text topic was chosen carefully to match typical contents of the school curriculum and the texts were carefully designed to match typical expository texts for secondary school students. Nevertheless, the generalizability of results to other topics and texts is not entirely clear.
To conclude, this experiment was the first to replicate a central finding of distributed rereading with school-aged learners in a real-world learning setting: The effects of distributed rereading depend on the time of the test. The findings for meta-cognitive judgments highlight that learners perceive distributed rereading of text as difficult, and the findings for reading times suggest that the cognitive effort of readers is increased in distributed rereading. However, our results leave open the question of whether distributed rereading is also a desirable difficulty that should be promoted in school learning.
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